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What a terrible month i have had, first We not been well, i had that dreadful flu bog that's doing the rounds
at the momeni and all i wanted to do is sleep (noihing new there) ihen my car engine decided to die on
me blue smoke pouring out and then Iwent and made a fool of myself on the infernet.

Tilil issue
I’m afraid this issue is for March and
April I need a rest and plus that fact I
also need more articles my stock is

nearly empty and without articles I
can’t produce a WACCI for you. So
please get writing. Hum/ct

Convenllon 98
The cost of the convention tickets is
now £2.00 each. If you would like to
book your ticket then please get in
touch with Angie Hardwick, her
address is on page 2.

Come on everyone lets make this years
convention the best yet. So what are
you waiting for? Don’t worry if you’ve
already paid £3.00 you will get a rebate
KIM)".

Correeiion
Last month I got Angie Hardwick e-
mail address wrong it should have read
angie.hardwick@cableinet.co.uk

SorryAngie.

linden
Please no more requests for WACCI
binders they are all gone now.

Fad or Fiction?
In issue 119 I asked if you were not
going to rc~subscribe because I use a
PC to produce WACCI. You will see
some of the letters in Fair Comment
and these really says it all. I have get
loads more letters which won’t be
published since there is no reason to do
so. Thanks everyone for answering my
question. John

Hard To Ge!
If some of you have been having
trouble getting in touch with me over
the last month or so I’m sorry if by
turning off my telephone has upset
anyone. I make myself available most
days and evenings to answers members
enquires1 but sometimes I just want to
take it easy and for a change have my
dinner hot or even which a film all
through.
I was going to get an answer phone,

but decided strongly against it, so in
future if you need to contact me for
any reason and I don‘t answer please
get in touch with Angie Hardwick her
telephone number is on page 2 and
Angie will pass on your message as
soon as possible. Wan/rs

New Foal.
Have you noticed that I’ve gone and
cluuiged the main font from Times
New Roman to Galliard B'I'.
In my opinion this makes WACCI

even more clearer to read than before,
but if I’m wrong and you don‘t like it
then please write tome

Viliion
A month a go I had the pleasure of
been visited by Angela Cook, Rob
Scott and Richard Fairhurst eating and
drinking everything in sight1 I don’t
know where they put it all. Carol did
us proud as usual. Richard and I
stayed up much of the night talking
about improving WACCI, the result
you can judge for yourself. All in all a
good day was had by all.

MyThanh Goes Io
Ionty Jones, Angie Hardwick1 Richard
Fairhurst) Matthew Phillips. Carol,
Bowley (who?) Mick Gushlow, Brian
Watson and Clive Bellaby without
their input you wouldn’t be reading
WACCI to~day. Sorry if I left anyone
out . Don’t forgetWAUCI will be back
in May. Happy reading. John.
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carols Punk,”
Well well, you all seemed to like Doves quiz last month There were 44 entries for it so I am weIIpLeased
My grateful thanks go to Dave with the plea for some more oi the same please. I must say that you are a
very clever lot out there as there were not many wrong answers given. 50 ilany of you have some of these
sort of questions in a book then please write then down and send them to me. Dave wins himself a £5.00
WACCI voucher for his great quiz. So lets reveal the answers then.....

Answers Issue I 19
Here they are then for those of you
who didn‘t enter.

Intelligence 'I'esl - Answers
1. Name should not be written next
to question, square is at bottom of
page. (Yea I know I drew a rectangular
square. but John didn't check my page
hefin‘e he primed it or he would have
Ito/iced and corrected itl — ('al'ol)

’ (lee! 'lhix must he a first. ('aral
didn ’t pays the hitch ontome, Shemust he
A'll'k or .\'he nun/x some/hing «John

2. Moses didn‘t build the Ark North
did.

3. They all have 28 days, but some
also have a Few more.

4. 70. (Divide by half
two)

multiplv by

5. One hour. (lxt now, 2nd half hour
later. 3rd hour later)

6. One. (Inside)

7. Halfway, then it is running out.

8. Allol‘them.

9. Themateh.

10.VVhite. (Home WI”? 4 x0uthjiwing
walls only [)()S.\I/7l€ at North Pole,
therefore Polar hear)

1 1.0ne. (Only born once)

12. lie is not dead.

13. 10p and 1p (ON/u coin l.\' not [0])
hut other is)

14. None. (No 501/ in hole)

15. Nonefllr'a/tkeys cannot Ill/k)

16. Not possible. (Ifwife ix widow. he
would be dead)

17. What ever the name of the person
answering. (If YOU ...)

Winners
As I said1 the standard was very high
so finding, spot on entries took a lot of
finding. then after going through all of
them and not being able to see lots of
errors I decided to do the hat draw
again. And here are the Winners
names:

"Isl Roy Nicholle *

‘2'"! Pa! Evans *

*3rd Ray Powell *

So there you have it. Vouehers ot'LIX.
LS and 133 respectively to the winners.

Now on in “no noxl quiz.
This question has been set for you by
Les Oliver who wishes to test your
knowledge.

The average speed of a train travelling
the 120 mile journey from WACCI to
Woeci was 60mph. here the driver

received a phone call from his
girlfriend at WACCI. The return
journey was run at an average speed of
]()()mph. What was the average speed
for the round trip? The drivers name
is immaterial. Funny name but theres
no accounting for taste!

The second question is one ofmy own
so it won‘t be up to the same standard
as the others but here goes:
On page lo of last months issue

(/19) What famous WACCI cartoon
Character made his long awaited return
appearance?

Answ s please by April 20th. The
address is as usual but for those of you
new to WACCI it is:

97 Tirrington
Bretton

Pctcrborough
PE3 9XT

Tel: 01733 702158
E-mail: cazbowlcy@aol.c0m

Lastly, because I am lazy and pushed
for time1 1 am offering a [3.00
WACCI voucher for the best Members
Spotlight sent in.
Please feel Free to make it as funny as

you like and don’t worry if it might
over run a page because that will be
less for John to worry about filling. So
get writing in folks with this or
anything el. you want to write about.
John always needs new articles. Until

Have fun. 6220/next month.
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First Steps In Machine Code
Chapter Seven

Now that you know all the 280 instructions, we can do some programming in 280 machine code! “”5

customary, whenever you learn a new language, that the first program you write is one that prints
up "Hello World!" on the screen, so here's one in Z80. Type it into your assembler, and then CALL &8000
(the assembler will probably have a different way of doing this, look in the manual!).

HelloWorld
;Program to print "Hello World"
;by Richard Fairhurst

org 8(8000

ld hl,rext
loop: ld a,(hl)
or a
ret 1
call 8tBBSA
inc hl
jr loop

text: defm "Hello World!"
dcfh ()

An explanation of this line-by—line:
you'll notice that the first few lines
start with "g". This is like a REM in
BASIC, your assembler will probably
just print it on the screen. It doesn‘t
get poked into memory in any way at
all!

The next line, "org 8(8000", isn't an
op-code, so if you're worrying that
you‘ve forgotten something already,
don‘t worry! It just tells the assembler
where to assemble the code to.
&800() (32768 in decimal) is as good
a place as any.

“Id hl,text" sets HL to be the address
of the text. This illustrates how
assemblers use labels. Instead of
having to work out the address where
the text will be put, just enter ”text"
and, when you come to the text later
on, write ”text:" at the start (this is
called a label). You can do similar

things with any op—code, such asIP
or CALL. In fact, a label "hmpz" is
defmed in the next line!

This next line is "ld a,(hl)". What this
does is take a byte from the address in

memory HI, (which you have just set
to be the address of the text), and put
it in the A register. So A will
contain the first character code in the
text this time.

Then there is an "or a". As you can
probably remember, this is used to set
the flags according to the contents of
A. I have chosen to mark the end of the
message with a byte 0 (after the "!" of
the message), so when the Z80 has
that in the A register (from the last
line), an "OR A" will make it set the
zero flag (because A is 0).

The next line, "ret z" returns if the 7cm
flag is set - i.c. if the end of the text
has been reached. It will probably
return into the hands of your
assembler!

If it's not 0, the next line it does is
"call &BB5A". This might not seem to
make a lot of sense, as what's the
point of CALLing 8rBBSA - there isn't
any of this program there!

However, it IS useful, because those
nice people at locomotive Software,
to save us all having to write routines
to put a character on the screen by
poking screen memory, have supplied
us with ready-written routines.
CALI. 8(BBSA has the effect of

printing the character on the screen
whose character (ASCII) code is in the
A register. The next line "inc hl" just
increases HI. by one. This is so that,
next time the program gets a number
(ASCII code) from (BL) into the A
register, it will take it from the next
address on.

Then there is "jr loop”. This is the
effective end of the program, because
it simply jumps hack to the "loop:"
label and carries on from there (a bit
like a GOTO command in BASIC,
whereas CALI. is like a GOSUB).

1 could have used "jp" if I wanted to:
the difference is that IR (lump
Relative) is restricted to addresses
within 127 bytes of the current address
of program being executed (the
current value ofthc Program Counter,
PC), but only takes up two bytes in
memory (wherms JP is unrestricted
but takes up three bytes).

Finally, there is the "text:" label (to tell
the assembler where your text is, which
it will want to know when it
encounters the earlier instruction "ld
hl,text"), followed by:

defm "Hello World!"
detb 0

The ”defm", again, is not a real 0p-
code, it just tells the assembler to poke,
in turn, the individual ASCII codes of
the message afterwards into memory.
Similarly, ”detb" tells the assembler
to poke the following number
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straight into memory1 so "delb 0" as
above pokes a () in (to signify the end
of the text). A quick note on program
planning. You will find its lot easier
to write programs in machine code if
you draw up a flow chart to say what
the program has to do.

I won‘t try to give an example here
because different styles obviously suit
different people best, so just find a
way of planning your programs that
doesn’t mean that you get confused as
to what the prognun does when you
return from your tea-break!

Themessage printing routine above is

a very useful one in general, and you
might find it helpful to build up a
"library" ofsueh routines, to save you
reinventing the wheel every time
you want to print a message from
machine code. What you will
normally find yourselfdoing is using it
as a subroutine which is CALLCd, like
this:

print: ld a,(hl)
or :1

IC[ Z
call SLBBSA
inc hJ

jr print

Then, every time you wanted to print
a message in that program, you would
ID the register pair HL with
whatever the address was of the
message you wanted to print, e.g.
"LD HI.,goodbye" where the label
"goodbyez" was somewhere else in the
program :

goodbye: defm "Bye bye for now!"
defb 0

and themessage ended with a 0 byte.
Then you would simply "CALL
print". Remember that the routine
uses the A register, so if you wanted
to preserve the A register because it
was being used in the part of the
program that Called this message
printing routine, you would need to
call it like this:

<< The machine code tutorial can be
obtainedfrnm Robot PD -John> :1
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PUSH AF ;store AB on the stack
PUSH HL ;store. HL too, if that's being used!
LD HL,goodbye ;thc address of the message
CALL print ;do the printing routine...
POPHL ;get HL back from the stack
POP‘AF ;and then get AF back!

This program is an exampleof using it as a subroutine:

org &80()0

1d hl,message ;the first message to print
call print ;and print it

call SKBBI8 groutine to wait for a key to be pressed, then return its ASCII
code in the A register!

ep 89 ;eheek if it's ”Y" (ASCII 89) '

jr 7.,yes ;if‘it is, then jump to ”yes" routine
cp 121 geheck for lower case "y" too! (ASCII 121)
jr z,yes :ii' it is, jump to "yes" routine

Id hl,whynor :it‘s not "yes", so HL=”why not?" address call print ;and print it!
rct ;return to the assembler (or BASIC)

yes: 1d hl,well done ;answered "yes", so HI.="well done" address call print ;print
if

ret :and return to assembler or BASIC

print: ld a,(hl) ;reeognise this from anywhere?
0]," El

ret Z
call SLBBSA
inc 11]

it print

message: defrn "Are you a Robot PD customer? Press Y or N’I
defb 13,101) :13 tells the computer to move to the start of the text line, 10 to

go down a line (these are recognised by the SLBBSA routine) and
0 to end the text (acted on by the "print" subroutine)

whynot: defm ”Why not?"
defb l3,1(),0

welldone: defm "Well done! Good choice!"
defb 13,10,0

Assemble this and CALL it (at 8c8000) and you will be asked if you're a Robot
PD customer. Press Y or N, and a reply will come out depending on what you
pressed.

There we go - a not—too-simple machine code program! Hopefully the
comments will Show you how it works, and armed with this and all the Z80
instructions you now know, you can start to write a few yourself!

c/{ic/izmd Uaizguui







PUBLIC DOMAIN DISC 41 UTILITIES ‘I CONTINUED:
MAGDOS Three and Half Inch Dist OperatingSystem.
CONVERT Multiface screen to AMSDOS screen.
MPACK Alternative to BANKMAN.
MULTHlEN Multiple renaming utility.
ORGANIZF, Keep track ofyour discs and files.
P36128 Print bulfer and file spoolct program.
POKES Pokes for games in an ASCII file.
READAGE Reading age checker for ASCII files.
READWRIT Read and write disc sectors.
SPREAD A spreadsheet program.
SQ23 Squeeze files.
SYMBOL Symbol designer.
TVSAT Geostationary satellite program.
USQ2 Un-squecze files.
BIGCHARS Big character RSX.
CUTEDISC I)ise utility program for the 464.
l‘LNC-DEC Encode a file or message.
FONTS Alter intemal fonts.
MODEINKS RSX for modes and inks.
MONYMATF. Look after your money.
PROCS Procedure RSX.
RI) 'l‘urn 2nd 64K into a RAMIHSK (6128 only).
ROMSCAN ROM utility.
S( )RN( IR VE RSX to add curvy effect to your screens.
SCRNGRAB RSX to grab scru‘ns.
TURBTEXT Speed up the text output to the screen.
VARIABI 11' Check BASICS variables.
VIEWTEXT View text in any program.

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISC CS AMSDOSADVENTURE 4
Doomlorrl, Dungeon Adventure, Firestone Adventure, Jason of
the Argonauts, Roog, The Caves of BewsBews, Search for Largo
Grann, Ghost House,Quest Adventure, and The Race.

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISC 49 - PICTURE DISC 6
Andy Capp 1/2, Advert 1/2, Arab 1-6, Argentina 1-3, Anny, Aztec,
Beadle, Bite, Boy 1, Canada, Cartoon 1-3, Chew, (blorado,
Cromwell 1—3, Crunch, Disney 1-5, D Record, Dinasaur 1,
Exclaimation Mark, France, Hole and Tyre.

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISC 50 - PICTURE DISC 7
3 Daleks, 9 Inch Nail, Boy Girl 1, Dalek 1-3, Gum 1, Horizon,
Hsap I, Iraq 3, ITN, Iim (‘olc 1, lohn Major, Liberal Democrat,
Nato, Question Mark, Old Woman, Panda 1, Papers, Poltcxt 1,
Pope, l’osysim 1-4, Pure Genius, Sick 1, Spider 1, Squeal, Target,
Tennis, Ten 1, The Times, Victoria 1-4.

PUBLICDOMAIN DISC ST - PICTURE DISC 8
7 UP, B Simpson 1, Bastet, Cartoon 1, Cats 1, Cavalier, (kirnwall,
l-lnablc, Fist, (iorby 2, Ghost Ship, Hungary, ln Shadow, Iraq, Iraq
Sign, Jones 1, Jones 2. Lith l..izaed 1, Mars 1, M 2 Newton,Nazi
Art 1, NoMode 2, Paranoia, Scotland, Ship 2, Specs. Surprise, The
End, This Monlingn Town, Trek 3—6, Woman land Woman 2.

PUBLICDOMAIN DISC 52 - PICTURE DISC 9
20th Century Fox, Art File, Bear, Cats 2, Cilla Black 1, Cowboy,
Culture, Timothy Dalton, Face, Future, Corby 1, Henry Cooper,
High Chaparal 1, High Chaparal 2, Hitler 1,1 Bellaby 1, Kate. 1-4,
Man 1, Medieval, The. Management 1/2, Old Man, Paper, Pirates
2, Scarecrow, Satellite, Skull, Tommy Cat, Totys, Trek 1, Trek 6,
Victoria 3 and Visa Face. 1.

3" disc «Ila £2.50, 3.5" coals £1.00

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISC 53 - PICTURE DISC 10
Agression, Al's Title Picture, Amstrad Sig 0, Barry No 1, Bullseye,
Uncle Clive 1-5, Dalek 1-4 Factory 1, February, Funny BBS 1

Funny RES 2, Gansler, Globe 3, Bob Holness, Kate 4, Label,
Lofty, Maggie, Monty Python 1, Outdoor 1-3, Mr Parkins,Michael
Palin, Point, Rowan Atkinson, Dave. Sliepperd, Simon Cobb 1/2
Sim Spot, Mike Smith, Spaceman l, Stamper 1-3, Alan Tilling 1/2,
TommyCat 1, Thatcher 2 and finally DougWebb.

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISC 54 - PARROT" DEMO
Side A: MirroDesign Art Dist 12
Andy Capp 1/2, Apeman, I Beadlcs x 2, Bits 1, Cars, Dinosaur l,
Enterprise, Gum 1, Hsap 1, Lizard 1, Planes, ScsFrameDR
Stsl’rameJC, UK and Zodiac Signs.
Side B: Parroty Plus Demo. A complete demonstration of

Parrotry Plus (Treasure Island Software). This demonstrates all the
Parrotry Plus featues and also allows you a £5.00 dimnint off the
price of the package. Ifit still available.

OENEIIAL INFORMATION

* * Please make all cheques payable to WACCI ' '

If you wish to order discs from more then one library but
only want to write out one cheque then send your order and
cheque to Doug Webb at the address below and he will
gladly sort it all our for you.

4 Lindsay Drive
Chorlcy
Lanes
PR7 2QL

NEW PD
If you have any new PD will you please send it to Smart
Gascoigne his address is on page 30.

Treat
yourself
you

deserve it
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Love AI FirsI Sigh!
by Joniy Jones

I’d waited all night for this moment. I’d Iusted after her from the moment I heard all about her. She was
big, dark and mysteriousmy kind of beast. A real handful, heavy and solid in the hand, but best of all, she’d
go the distance.
with her and she didn’t object.

I’d heard that when John Bowley the last person to have her, went for a good nine hours

There's a knocking at the door, she was here, my mouth dried, I opened the door. In no time I had her
on the kitchen table, forcefully but collectively l peeled off her protective wrappings. At last she was in my
hands, exposed. I turned her over to reveal her ready slotjust waiting for me to slide my utility in.

KILLING TWO BIRDS WITH
ONE POSTING
Four weeks prior to Xmas '97 the last
thing I expected to happen, did. My
Siren Software 3.5" B drive died an
untimely death.
This is what you get For crying

superiority over other lesser drives I

suppose. Two lots of special projects
specifically intended for the WACCI

getting very far, I was smik. I was
made aware of certain for sales in
Market Stall, most wanted to sell the
entire listings as one and wouldn't split
out the 3.5" drive for me.

That was it, I was dead, incapable of
finishing my projects, my hopes of
injecting something for WACCI’S use
was lost.

this drive a year ago, but didn’l. One
micro second later I accepted the
challenge to do the review.

I had done it before with
Megablasters, that was a challenge, not
letting friendship get in the way.

This was another serious challenge1
but one I enjoyed.

26mm

176mm

73-88
with side-select switch. ¢

II:
182mm

88- 88
i. basic 35" disc drive.

library were trappedon 3."" out ofmy
reach. Oh yeah, I had been getting
transfers done by close friends, but
this was getting costly and time
consuming.

I did the one thing I could. I rang
Merline Serve, begged and pleaded
that King Arthur might be able to
work his magic over my drive for me.
I couldn't believe it Arthur wasn't

WELL IOWLEY ME OVER
John, our esteemed editor, during a
conversation was made aware of my
persisting drive problem, suddenly he
did it again, he asked me to review
something, something so unexpected
that I simply couldn't refuse. The very
first Freddy Drive treated by Nigel
Callcutt and Roy Everett that was
intended for public sale. I weighed up
the odds. John was supposed to review

LETS DRIVE
The moment I removed the packing
from the Baileys original Irish cream
box I found the Freddy Drive packed
snugly in a huge padded bag. The
instant I removed the Freddy Drive
and held it, I was in love. This wasn't
just a 3.5" drive, this is a work or art.
The inch high by four inch by eight

inch (approx. ) casing was painted in :1

beautiful black lustre finish. Unlike
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most drive casings this one had the
added bonus of having a perfect
crocodile skin finish. The screws
holding the casing together were
perfectly drilled and aligned. The side
switch was positioned in the middle of
the rear end of the drive next to the
phono connecfion power input point.

There was ample spem'a strip ribbon
cable to allow me to have the drive
virtually anywhere I wanted on my six
foot by three foot desk, nice.

POURING ON THE POWER
I plugged in every peripheral and
ROM I have. My AMX mouse, my
Arnor mother board containing
Prorext - with 1’romerge+ on the
Honeysoft board too. 1 then slung
onto the rear of that my Rombo
Rombox which contains DES 1&2,
Nirvana and l’tospell. I already had my
printer hooked up.

The power pack, I have been
informed, comes with a fail safe
feature, it being you can't switch it to
the wrong power setting. the + - set
switch has been disabled, it remains set
correctly. before powering up the
drive I was advised to slide the 0 - 12
volt power output to 12 first, and
when switching off the drive from the
mains the reverse was advised, slide the
power output down to () before final
switch ofi" at the mains supply. Power
spikes can hit during switch on and off
so not only was this a viable idea it was
possibly the best advice I've ever been
given.

DRIVE HANDLING
The drive had been given a couple of
very vigorous tests prior to my
receiving it, such as leaving it powered
up overnight. The drive became
merely warm to the touch.
Apparently, if you try and format a

111) disc to Roml')os format from the
B side of a disc most drives go clack.
This had been an unfortunate and
none deliberate act which this very
Freddy Drive I had been sent had been
put through. It didn't blow, the disc
formatted perfectly!. I haven't
repeated the test, even though Roy

said I could, should I want to try the
theorymyself. N0 [hanksRoy!
With my last drive I could place my

hand on the drive during it's running
and feel the thing running, if I didn‘t
have any backgroundmusic on.

My last drive could be heard over the
telephone working too. I placed a hand
on the Freddy Drive and set it in
motion. I felt nothing. I turned off all
()PC and radio sounds and set the
drive in motion once more, then and
only then did I become aware of the
faintest sounds of the drive thrumbing
into life... Very nice.

THE SALES PITCH
Since the creation of the Freddy I'm
using for this review I have been
informed there are a couple of new
features incorporated into the new
Freddy's.

You can buy a Freddy Drive in two
formats, both come with a power pack
as standard, and carry the szune safety
features for the + ~ switch's.

The first format is minus a side switch.
In this format a Freddy will cost you
the sum of£68.00. The second format
obviously includes the side switch for
an extra few quid making the cost
£73.00.

Alternate drive types TEAC, SONY,
PANASONIC, NEG etc., but not
IVC. created by Nigel Callcutt. After
sales service 1 year for parts and labour
(must be carriedout by Nigel only).

1mm steel casing fully painted inside
as well as outside in high gloss
crocodile skin lustre (black). Easily
switched over to PC from CPC by the
internal switch settings> - If returned
to them.

0 - CPC DRIVE
1 . CPC. B DRIVE
2 - PC A DRIVE
3 a PC B DRIVE

It is suggested that you should send
the drive directly to Nigel if you
require any of the changes listed. You

must include rctum postage and a clear
description ofwhat you want.
Discounts are not given so don't ask.

The only reduced rate of after sales
service considered would be the part
replacement of a motor or disc head
for example. Final costs and
replacements should be discussed with
RoyEverett directly.

STAYING 0N TRACK
I transferred 12 HD RomDos
formatted discs over to 3" in a
continued action, then transferred I4
3" 178K formatted discs to HD 178K
formats. I then checked the 14 3.5"
discs transfers I'd made, I wrote a

compilation of articles for WACCI,
drew and saved MD+ artwork for the
articles to 3.5“. Then in the last back
breaking none stop bench test I ran
Euro-WACCI twice, wrote and saved
a reply to Tiggers half told fiction (:1

I6K reply). And then I finished off by
writing this review.

Several hours later the Freddy was sat
to the right of my 6128 and just
seemed undeterred at all. The disc
transfers were faultless, and I must add
seemingly quickly done I only used
Discology «1.6 and orMaxidos.

I have only a few things left to say on
the Freddy 3.5" disc drive. I personally
feel the asking price could possibly
come down a shade, but then I

suppose so would the cosmetics of the
drive and I have to say they are
beautifully done.
Finally how long will you give me

Roy to save the cash to buy this
Freddy? Because I want it, want it and
I want it now! From now on it's a
Freddy for me no other drive can touch
it in my opinion, if you need a new
drive do the right thing, get a Freddy
it's far from a nightmareon any street.

(floaty
(I reallywant it Roy... Roy!!!)

Roy Everett's address is:
2 ColdnailhurstAvenue,

Braintree, Essex,
()M7 28}

Tole: 01376 344572
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Programmers'[Datch by Matthew Phillips
Continuing our look at programming MIDI interfacesjhis month we will find out how to select instruments
and use various other MIDI commands. Next month we might even manage a program that actually plays
a tune...

First an apology for some mistakes in
last month's article. Table I got
printed slightly wrongly as the
headings RAM, EMR and DIICP
were meant to be lined up above the
three columns offigures. Still, I expect
you all worked outwhatwas going on.

It is difficult to get tables like this
converted from CDC to PC form, so
slip<ups like this happen from time to
time. The second mistake was my
fault, because I completely forgot to
put .1 "NEXT" command at the end of
lines 40 and 60 in the BASIC listing I

gave. I hope that didn't cause too
much confusion.

Last time we used a piece of BASIC to
control the MIDI interface. This
month we have printed another listing
which uses machine code to do the
same job. Listing 1 is a piece of
BASIC which installs a couple of RSX
commands, and Listing 2 is the
assembly language for the RSXs.

To use the RSX commands, type in
Listing 1 and run it. If you have made
any mistakes in the typing, these will
he spotted when you run the program.
Once the RSXs are installed, you need
to use the [(IHOUT command to
select the type of MIDI interface you
are using.

ICHOUTJ) - RAM MusicMachine
lCHOUTJ - EMR interface
[CHOU'IIZ - DHCP interface

The |CHOUT command makes the
necessary adjustments to ensure that
the correct port addresses are used, and
also sets the MIDI interface to be ready
to send data. Next you can use the
|Sl€NDcommandto send instructions
to MIDI instruments. The [SEND

RSX takes as many arguments as you
like, and they are sent out via the
MIDI interface in order. Last month‘s
example of starting a Middle C on
Channel I would be done like this:

ISEND,&90,60,64

and to turn it off you would do the
same but with &80 instead of8t90.

MESSAGE PARLOUR
Perhaps it is time to explain a bit more
about the different MIDI messages
available. No? Well, if you would
rather I cover it next month then you
will have to get out the scissors and
paste and make a mess of your
WACCI.

MIDI messages are made up of status
bytes and data bytes. The status byte
tells us what kind ofmessage it is, and
the data bytes fill in the details. Status
bytes are always between 128 and 255,
and data bytes are always less than
128. It is easiest to think of status
bytes in hexadecimal. The lbllowing
table lists all the types of message:

&8x Note off(2)
&9x Note on (2)
&Ax Polyphonic key pressure (2)
&Bx Control change (2)
&Cx Programme change (1)
&Dx Overall key pressure (1)
&Ex Pitch bend (2)
BLFX System messages

The number in brackets is the number
of data bytes that must follow for that
status byte. The "x" represents the
second hex digit, or nyhble, and in
most cases determines the channel
number, 0 to F referring to channels I
to 16. As I explained last month,
different channels might refer to

different pieces ofMIDI equipment,or
on a polyphonic keyboard or voice box
can be used to distinguish between
several different instruments played on
the same piece ofMIDI equipment.

The status byte &90 would be a Note
On event on channel 1, and 8:81
would be a Note Off on channel 2.
The only exception in fact is &Fx, the
system messages, which affect all
channels at once. Here the "x"

distinguishes between different kinds
of system message instead.

ONE MAN [AND
The next most useful MIDI message
after Note On and Note Off is 8(Cx,
Programme Change. This is used to
select what instrumentnoise to use for
the notes on a channel. It takes one
data byte as a parameter, allowing you
to choose from 128 different
instruments numbered0 to 127.
Unfortunately different types of

MIDI keyboard use different numbers
to select a violin, say. Some keyboards
follow a code called General MIDI,
and to select a \a'olin on channel 1 you
would do: SHND,&(I(),4I

I am guessing a bit here, as it might
not be a violin, but it would certainly
be a string instrument. If your
keyboard does not conform to General
MIDI men there may be a list of the
numbers in your manual or on the
keyboard itself. After that,
ISEND,&90,69,64- would play the A
above Middle (1 (known as
InternationalA) using the violin noise.
If you then did

|SEND,&CI,57,&91,60,64

it would select a brass instrument on
channel 2 and start playing Middle C.
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To turn the notes 01?, you would then
do lSEND,&80,69,0(for the violin)

|SEND,&81,60,0 (for the brass)

On a polyphonic keyboard you can
have several notes sounding at once
even on the same channel, so you could
start several violin notes at once on
channel I:

|SEND,&90,60,40,&90,64,40,&90,67,40

and then turn them OE one by one with
the appropriate&80 Note OFF events.

RUNNING COMMENTARY
Before we look at the other status
codes, it seems like a good point to
mention ”running status". We have
just turned on three notes, each by
sending the status byte of &90
followed by two bytes of data. We
could have also done it like this:

lSEND_&90,60,40,64,40,67,40

After the volume byte of 40 for the
first note, instead of the &9() status
byte we have gone straight on to the
pitch data for the next note. Because
data bytes are all less than 128, the
pitch of 64 must be a data byte not a
status byte, so MIDI equipment
assumes that the missing status code is

the same as the last one we sent, that is
another byte of 8:90.

Of course, you can put in those 8:90
bytes if you like, and if you are just
sending MIDI data you do not really
need to know about running status. If
you are receiving data from the
keyboard though, you will have to
cope with it. When I first started
experimenting with recording data
from a keyboard, I did not know about
running status, so I thought there was
somethingwrong with my interface!

You are also allowed to turn a note off
using a Note On event with a velocity
()fvero:lSEND,&90,60,0 would turn oil"
a Middle (3 playing on channel 1.

When you combine this with running
status, you can play long pieces on one
channel without sending any status
bytes apart from the first Note On.

AFTER EFFECTS
(Getting back to the status codes, if you
want to change the volume of a note
after it has started, you need the
services of &Ax, Polyphonic Key
Pressure (or aftertouch). This takes
two data bytes: first the pitch of the
note concerned, secondly the new
pressure (or volume) value.
Obviously with some instruments,
like piano, you cannot change the
volume ofa note once the key has been
struck, and some keyboards will take
accountof this. Less expensivemodels
of keyboard do not implement
aftertouch at all.

Status byte Bth, Overall Key
Pressure, works in a similar way, but
applies to all notes on the channel. It
only needs one data byte, the new
pressure value.

URANIUM ORE
Pitch Bend, &Ex, is for varying the
pitch of notes that are playing. It is
followed by two data bytes which are
put together to give a "modulation
value", ranging from 0 to 16383. If

LISTING ‘I

the modulation value was m, then the
two data bytes are calculated as
follows:

bytel=m MOD 128
byte2=m\128

A modulation value of 8192 is the
centre setting, which means that the
pitches of the notes will not be
altered. Giving smaller or larger
modulation values slightly changes
the pitch of the notes playing on that
channel. You would have to send
quite a lot of pitch bend messages to
achieve any useful effect like vibrato.

HEIlE WE ARE AGAIN
Yes, we‘re drawing to the end of
another article. We have not yet
covered all theMIDI status codes, but
the most important ones are our of
the way. If you are really getting into
this, why not pop down to your local
library and see what books they have
on MIDI? I will try to compile a list
of good ones to look out for to be
printed with next month‘s article.

dl/luLtgsw

10 SMOL AFTER 256:MEMORY &9CFF
20 RESTORE 100 : er=0 : addr=HIMEM+1
30 FOR i%=0 T0 l4zREAD cod$:chk%=0
40 FOR j%=0 TO 11:a%=VAL("&"+MID$(cod$,j%*2+1,2))
50 POKE addr , a%:chk%=chk%+a%:addr=addr+1:N‘EXT
60 IF chk%<>VAL("&"+RIGHT$ (cod$,3)) THEN
PRINT"Error in line";i*10+100:er=—1
70 NEXT:IF er THEN END
80 CALL HmM+l
90 PRINT"ICHOUT and [SEND installed."
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA 01099D211B9DC3DIEC119DC3541
989DC3779D53454EC443484F590

DATA 55D40000000000C3379DC3543D7
DATA 9DC3379DC3549DC3439DC363631

9DC34F9DC3729D01ECF83E03644
DATA ED793E15ED79C901F2F83E03614
DATA ED793E16ED7 9C901EOF818F2 GCC

01EEF8F5ED78E60228FAF10D749
DATA ED79C901F2F8F5ED78E60228784
DATA FAFlOCED79C901EOF818EFFE804
DATA 01CODD7E00111F9D01060021311
DATA 259DB72004ED3018923D212346D

9D28F621319D18F14FCB01064D4
DATA 0ODDO 947DDZBDDZBDD7EO0C555D
DATA CD229DC110F2C90000000000418
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LISTING 2

;Send version 2.00, 11/5/1997
;designed to be assembledwith ZMAC

;initialise RSXs by CALL &9D00

AORG 9D00h
initialise: LD BC,rsxtab

LD HL,wrksp
JP OBCD1h

rsxtab: DEFW names
JP send
JP chout

names: DEFB "SEN","D"+128
DEFB "CHOU","T"+128
DEFB 0

wrksp: DEFS 4

jumpblocks:
jmpreset: JP ramreset
jmpmidisend: JP ramsend

RAMblocks: JP ramreset
JP ramsend

EMRblocks: JP emrreset
JP emrsend

DHCPbIocks: JP dhcpreset
JP dhcpsend

LD BC,0F8ECh
LD A,3
OUT (C),A
LD A,15h
OUT (C),A
RET

ram reset:

emrreset: LD BC,0F8F2h
ehrcommon: LD A,3

OUT (C),A
LD A,16h
OUT (C).A
RET

LD BC,0F8E0h
JR ehrcommon

dhcpreset:

LD BC.0F8EEh
PUSH AF

rams|p: IN A,(C)
AND 2
JR Z,ramslp
POP AF
DEC C
OUT (C),A
RET

ramsend:

emrsend: LD BC,0F8F2h
ehscommon: PUSH AF
emrslp: IN A,(C)

dhcpsend:

chout:

choutjp2:

AND 2
JR Z,emrslp
POP AF
INC C
OUT (C),A
RET

LD BC,0F8E0h
JR ehseommon

CP 1

RET NZ
LD A,(IX+0)
LD DE,jumpb|ocks
LD BC.EMRbIocks-RAMblocks
LD HL,RAMblocks
OR A
JR NZ,notRAM

copybloeks: LDIR
JR jmpreset

notRAM: DEC A

send:

LD HL.EMRbIocks
JR Z,copybloeks
LD HL,DHCPbIocks
JR copyblocks

LD C,A
RLC C
LD B,0
ADD IX,BC
LD B,A

sendloop: DEC IX
DEC IX
LD A,(IX+0)
PUSH BC
CALL jmpmidisend
POP BC
DJNZ sendloop
RET

Merline-Serve
is

The Wizzard 8 bit Printer Port is now
available at £15.00];

You need this device ifyou want
to draw line graphics

Tele: 01903 206739‘
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Getting ASCll tiles from one computer to another is simple. But then there are screen tiles, Protext files,
disc images, snapshot files...
cope.

Ptolexl: plan B
Last time roiuid we showed you how
to ship Protext documents across to a
PC as ASCII. This is simple and
effective, but loses all the formatting
information.More seriously, it messes
up paragraph breaks something
chronic.

Enter Sanko. A brand new release
from Systeme D, Sanko sits in memory
as an RSX (bar command).Usually, of
course, you save Protext documents
with the SAVE command. By typing
SANKO, you can now save them in a
form readable by almost all PC word—

processors — RTF, or Rich Text
Format. All you then need to do is
DOS-Copy the RTF file onto a PC
disc.

RTF was invented by Micro$oft
(boo, hiss) and has one major
advantage over ASCII: it lets you store
formatting information. A document
saved in RTF with Sanko will appear
on the PC with bold, italics and
underlined text just where they were on
the CPU. Paragraph breaks and tabs
stay intact - as does pretty much
everything, in fact, except for lines
prefixed with an > . You have to
recreate these yourself with your PC
word-processor.

Sanko also performs
particularly neat trick: smart quotes.
Rather than just having one type of
quote marks and apostrophes (like the
(IPC), Sanko inserts proper open and
close quotes as used by Real
Typographers. (Who don't eat quiche.)
These automatically replace the dumb
quotes present in your original UPC
document.

0116

Screen file:
I'm assuming here that the main reason
you might want to use CPC
screenshots on :1 UPC is that you want
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to print them in a magazine, brochure,
or something. In that case, they're
going to be black and white, so they
might as well be MODE 2.

SCRZBMP (aka MAKEBMPI), as
used by WACCI, is the program you
need for this. It takes a standard 17k
screen file, and converts it into a .BMP
file, which you can load into pretty
much any PC or Mac art package or
desktop publisher. .BMP files aren't
generally compressed, so you might
want to resave as a .GIF once it‘s safely
across to the PC.

So much for Bill Gates
Probable scenario. You bought your
shiny new PC three months ago,
Windows now annoys you so much
that you have decided to throw the
nasty Pentium away and save up those
few extra pennies for a twiffie Apple
Mac. Hoorah! In the meantime,
though, you've got a few files you want
to transport back to the (IPC.

For text files, just reverse all the
ASCII stulI mentioned last month.
Sanko only converts onceway, so you'll
lose all the formatting information, but
hey.

There are plenty of .BMP readers
available in the public domain should
you want to move graphics from a P(‘,
to a CPC, and these ones will do colour
files as well: the best-known one is by
Ioker of BENG! (oh no), and despite
being bloatware on the scale ofWord 7
it actually works rather nicely: as ever,
just DOSvCopy the files to the CPC,
and run this program to atmvert the
.BMPs to screen files. There is even a
.GIF reader available by a French coder,
Siou. Anyway, you're. spoilt for choice.

Emulation-s
A-ha. The Internet is full of (IPC
software, as is the deeply wonderful

all of which make sense to one machine but not another. Here's how to

(ID—ROM put together by French
cracker Two Mag. It’s all in .ZIP
format. Running a .ZIP file on a ()PC
will not get you very far.

ZIPS are composite files
containing compressed versions of one
or more original files. Their nearest
equivalent on the CPC are .IBR files
(for those still stuck in the (JP/M past:
hello, Clive), Space Archiver files, or
Columbia multi-record files. Since
(7P(‘s won't understand anything but
the most ancient .ZIP files - and even
then, you have to use a (IP/M program
- it's best to get the originals out while
you're still on the PC. A program like
PKZIP will 'unzip' them for you.

If you're very lucky, the original
files will have extensions like PAS and
.BIN, and all you need to do is copy
them onto the CPC using DOS—(bpy.
They’ll then run straight off.

If you're very unlucky, they'll have
.SNA extensions. This indicates
"snapshot file", an emulator equivalent
of the Multiface's memory grabs. A

utility to let you run these on the CPU
has just been released by another
French coder, Guillaume Genty. I wish
I had a name like that.

.DSK files
Nine times out often, though, a couple
of DSK files will pop out. These are
disc images, in a similar vein to those
produced by Safesoft Disc Archiver,
Turbo Imager, Desktop Organise (if
you can get it to work), and so on.
None of these programs will read
.DSK images, but the rather splendid
DSK-CPCwill - by Divine Coding of
Systeme D, aka Robin Tanner.

Firstly, and most importantly,
format the 720k disc on the PC. DSKe
CPC can be a bit funny about discs
which aren't freshly formatted. Copy
the .1)SK files onto said disc, stick it in



your CPC's 3.5" drive, and run DSK-
CI’C. Insert a blank 3” into the CPU -
you'll need one side of a 3" for each
.DSK file ~ and let DSK~CPC do its
stuff. After a few minutes, you'll have a
()PC format disc containing the
relevant programs. You don‘t even
need to use DOSCopy.
0n the rare occasions that you

might want to go the other way, an
equally splendid program by Matthew
Phillips makes .DSK images out of
CPC discs - again, without the need for
DOS»Copy. This one is called
MKEXT.

If you actually have a PC on your
desk, and you're not just
surreptitiously carting 3.5"s full of
DSKs home from the office every
evening, it‘s probably easier to get the
PC to format and write the CI’() disc
for you. The program you need for this
is called (IPDWRI'I'E; its counterpart,
CPDREAD, creates .1)SK files from
raw CPC 3.5"s. Both are fast, easy to
use, and freely downloadablc (there's a
small shareware fee). Ulrich Doewich
is the bloke to thank.

Indy slow
And that really is (pretty much)
everything you need to know about
moving files between CPCs and PCs.
All of the CPC programs mentioned in
this article are available on the Robot
PI) Connectivity Disc, together with
some other goodies: the PC programs
are on the 'net site ftp.nvg.unit.no.
Happy hunting!

Poking In the (Robot)
“billy In the first of an occasional
series exiolling the virtues of New Robol
(New Life for the CPC), Richard reviews
a disc of Plus—only programs.

Doubtless it would be more sensible
for a WACCI article to concern itself
with the WACCI library, but since
(unlike the Robot stuff) it's not sitting
on my hard disc at the moment, you’ll
have to ask John for more on that.
Sorry.

All the software listed below is
contained on Robot Software disc
10000, subtitled ‘The Plus Disc'. It
doesn't take a genius to suss that this

disc is intended purely for Amstrad's
enhanced CPCs: and like much PD
software these days, you‘ll need 128k to
run most of it.
Add House Killed lock'n'lloll
Perhaps the most technically impressive
programon the disc is a demo by Cadjo
Clan, c. 1992. Back in the early days of
demo coding, a German chap called
Weee! (Christian Lier) was renowned
for being the only programmer to
actually produce his own music. In
1992, of course, Soundtrakker was
released, and everyone and their dog
started producing ‘otiginal' music - so
original it still always sounds the same.
Hmmm.

Anyway, not to be left behind, Weee!
promptly started investigating one of
the lesser known features of the (IPC
Plus - its DMA sound capabilities.
DMA stands for Direct Memory
Access, and means that the sound chip
can take music data straight from
memory without having to tie. up the
main Z80 processor. Since the Z80
isn’t normally too quick at sending
music data to the sound chip, this
enables a huge increase in the amount
of data which can be sent per second -

making instruments sound more
realistic. To put it in perspective, while
most game music is based around a

frequency of 0.05KHz, the CPC Plus
can pump sound data around at up to
lSKHz. (True CD quality is 44.1KI‘I'A,
although the 16bit sound resolutionof
(IDs is also much sharper.)
It looks like Weee!‘s music editor using
these features will never come out -

although a French counterpart is in
development — but we do have this
short demonstration. Fittingly for
something coded so long ago, it's a
vintage piece of acid house, with
frequent "Cadjo Clan" samples and high
frequency bleeps. The power meters,
brought to you by the miracle of
hardware sprite technology, are also
fairly cool.

Lol ll Shine
Another demo, this time by French
group GPA, showcases the l’lus's
graphical capabilities. A huge (and
beautifully smooth) scroll sends the

usual greetings to fellow coders, while
an array of stars move gracefully over
the top. All of this is accomplished
with a fair selection of the 4,096
colours on offer.

Although this was the first demo ever
released for the CPC Plus (way back in
February 1991), only STS have as yet
taken up the challenge with their
Genesis demo. But all that could
change...

Sugar Cane
...if Wulf has his way. In the meantime,
you can create your own Plus
masterpieces with Logon System's B-
ASIC. The first program to crack the
code which unlocks the l’lus's extra
features, it makes all the graphical
enhancements (in short, everything
except DMA sound and the new
interfaces) accessible from BASICwith
a couple of l commands.

The latest version, 2.1, is included on
the disc. This sits in the 6l28 Plus's
extra memory, allowing you to use all
the main 42k for your own programs.
B-ASIC is remarkably simple to use, as
the example program illustrates, but
there‘s full documentationand a couple
of support utilities on the disc should
you get stuck.

Murdl of Ike Searcuom
Stormlord: so good they ripped it off
twice. For anyone who has fond
memories of Raff (Iecco's all-time
classic platformcr, this disc is an
essential.

French group l-‘urur's are currently
recoding Stormlord for the CPC Plus,
with the intentionofmaking full use of
l’lus features such as hardware sprites
and smooth scrolling. So far, only level
2 and a brief intro have been released
in preview form, but they're good
enough (read: seriously fantastic). I'm
not generally a game—player, and there
are too many sudden death situations
in this one for there to be any chance
of this changing, but it‘s close.

Very close. What with this and the
mooted Plus version of Jet Set Willy,
all we need now is an enhanced
Chuckie Egg...
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Blowing Down "to Stylus
Remember an AA article called
"Making the Most of your Plus", by
Keith Woods? Remember how Keith
Woods used to start every paragraph
with a rhetorical question? Heady
days.

Anyway, a short warning. Said article
is complete tripe, and just a badly
executed rip-off of a far from great
sprite editor by Blue Impuls (sic). It
will not help you to make the most of
your Plus. It will help you to crash
your Plus, destroy your programs, and
completely screw up the 50117,
interrupt. Ignore it. Use B-ASIC.
Thank you.

Awolling Ml‘ Crow (bonus
Il'lck) And on the Besideof the disc,
there's Rob Buckley's excellent Smart
Plus, as reviewed by Ray Powell in
WACCI I l 1.

Really for lie Romp-go
For an accurate recreation of an
Amstrad Action PD review, stick a
rhetorical question at the start of the
next paragraph,cut it out, put a border
around it and write "Where To Go" in
big letters on the top. Then stick a
large piece of clip art showing a 6128
on the rest of the page to fill up space.

The Plus Disc is available from

Richard Fairhurst,
Tea Cottage,
Bottom Lane,
Bisbrooke,
Rurlancl,
LEIS 9E]

for 15 on 3.5" disc. If you wzuit a 3"

copy, enclose the disc with your order.
I czui also provide copies of the Robot
Software catalogue, containing details
oFover 150 discs — including, at last, an
English version ofGl’ainl 2.

More on that, and the (real) new
version of PowerPage128, next time...

(feiafiaul gaizguul

Market
Stall

Disc. Games as follows;
Ballyhoo, Zotk III, I.urky Horror,
Leather Goddesses of Phobes,
Hitchikers Guide to Galaxy,
Neverending Story, Pawn, Statglider,
Castle Master, Iinxter, Guild of
Thieves, Starstike II, Tomakawk,
Dandy, Roland in Time. All at £2.00
each.1’lus postage. Tapes games Lords
of Time and Colossal Adventure 50p
each.

Sorioos Dim o3 iollows:
Graphic Adventure creator, £4.00.
Stop Press + Extra Fonts and Extra
Clip Art £5.00, Advanced Art Studio
(no box or manual) £3.00. Hisoft C
£3.00. (1PM and System Disc £3.00.
Laser Basic/Laser Compiler £3.00.
Nevanda Fortran £3.00, Protype
£3.00. Auntie John's Concept Disc
from Wacci £1.00 CP/M disc 2 from
Wacci £1.00. SURPRISE BOX, a
small black box screwed down not
quite sure what's in it £2.00.

All the above are plus post and packing.

PLEASE CONTACT: Stuart
(im‘coignu, 24 Ketch Road, Lower
Know/e. Bristol. B93 5])Q ”CL: 0117-
983 [36} between 7. ()()pm and 9.00pm.

WANTED
I want to make a switching unit for my
6128 expansion port to be able to use
it for two different inputs without the
bother, stresses and strains of changing
plugs over. I can get a suitable
expansion port edge connector plug
from Maplin, but not the PCB part.
Does anyone have a couple of junk
circuit boards I can get these from or
PCB edge connector transfers to make
my own

PLEASE CONTACT FRANK
(‘0SGROVI‘J 59. I’enlon Road.
Bournemoulh. Dorset. BH6 55S TEL:
01202—423973.

'I'I'IE DIRECTORY
ComSofl

For products like Protext, Utopia,
I’rospell,MicroDesign+

contact Peter on telephone no. 014]
554 4735.

CreditCards welcome.

(Amok-ad llopuirs)
4749 Railway Road, Leigh,

I .ancashireWN7 4AA
Telephone 01942 261866/672424
Quality repairs with most at standard

charges. Free technical support,
advice and information on all repairs

carried out. A 10% discount is
available to WACCI.

Cryoiolx Soflwure
I l Vicarage View, Redditch,

Wores B97 4RF
Stellar Outpost, excellent strategy
game.Tape £2.50 Disc £3.99

(Cheques payable to A Swinhourne)

Merlino-Sorvo/KAD
Brympton Cottage, Brunswick Road

Vl’orrhing, Sussex BN11 SNQ
Tel/Fax 01903 206739

If you can‘t get hold of a CPC item,
then try us, because we have probably

got what you want. the latest
Catoloque. KAI), a disc based PD

library containingover 200 discs. For
a cataloque send a disc (3” or 3.5")

and a SSAE.

'I’Ilree Inch Drive Bells
AI Howard, ()5 Alter Way,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 3151)

For the CI’C and PCW.
Flat fitting with instructions.
Only £2.25 including P&P.

AKTIV
The printer supplies specialist. Cheap
but good quality printer ribbons and
cartridges. Tele: 0115 9308200 for
details. Their address is AKTIV,
Computer Products Ltd, Unit 1,
Lynda! Court, Manners Industrial

Estate, Ikeston, Derbyshire.
DE7 8YA
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The News Desk
wilh Angela (I'I‘GA) Cook

Btympton Cottage, Brunswick Road,Worthing,
West Sussex1 EN 11 SNQ. Tel/fax; 01903 206739.

E-mail; angelacookm'v‘memaiLeom

Well my car did lake to the engine swap. Unfortunately the bonnet didn’t and kept Hopping up. But John
and some telephone cable did the track. 50 l travelled 750 miles from Peteboghorror to Worthing with my
bonnet tied down. Still never mind, it didn't have any effect on the car I nearly drove in to.

DEAR, DEAR ME
Still, less of my driving. After all the
weekend went alums; without incident.
Rob Scott and I arrived at John‘s just
before midnight on the Friday, having
stopped off quickly at Richard
Wildey’s on the way through. A bottle
of bubbly wine later we were all tired
from laughing so much.

()n the Saturday, once Rob and I
finally emerged, we went and collected
Richard Fairhurst from nearby
Bisbrooke. The car had a little panic
attack and then it was back to Iohn
and Carol’s for lunch. ()r so we
thought. That actually turned up at
seven that evening (no matter, due to
the age old BT]. tradition ochDwm/ds)
but was as lovely as ever.

We saw Noel Edmonds get his gotcha
on the biggest has-been’s show ever,
then promptly turned off the monitor
on it‘s MP3 base. We then proceeded
to have a really good evening talking,
insulting various peoples and drinking
the various ciders Rob and Richard
had forced upon us. Later that
morning John, Richard and myself
were looking at improving the layout
ofWACCI (some ofwhichyon may well
be noticing soon). But I couldn't keep
my eyes open long enough. Richard
and John didn‘t go to bed until about
six in the morning they were so busy
playing. Mad, mad people.
Next day involved John‘s youngest

(also a Richard, which made for an odd
weekendin someplaces) continuing his
review of the film Hotshots. We also

had a fabulous lunch from Chef Carol
before deciding it was time to leave all
the mess we had made and disappear.
It was a lovely weekend, I don’t

recall when I have laughed so much.
All that was left to do was the three
hour drive back to Rob’s house. On
the way Rob and Simon iteen
(previously of Penguin I’D) swapped
various surreal messages on their
pagers. That just about rounded off
the weekend nicely. lhrmks John and
('arol.

SNAPZCFC
Genty Guillaume has released a

program for the PC called SnapZCPC.
Files converted from snapshots are
now compressed. More information
can be obtained in the information
Genty provides at:
http://wwwpersmhol.fr/~ggenty

CONVENTIONALERT
Wc’re getting nearer every day. To this
years convention that is. Angie has
provisonally booked Beseot stadium
for Sunday the 20d. of September.
This is the same venue and roughly the
same date as last year. But this year the
new lifts will be (should be ?) finished.

This will allow easier access to those
who are wheelchair bound, not as
young as they used to be, have
hundreds of boxes and the downright
lazy. Also running this year should be
a train service to the appropriate train.
Something else which is a new idea

for this year is cross-formating the
shows. This is to include PC and PCW

users, throwing the convention open
to a wider audience of attendees and
traders. There has been a mined
reaction so far, from the “Oh my God
that‘s a dreadful idea” through to the
“Great, I’m definitely coming now”.

The important thing to remember is
that the other Formats are not taking
over the UPC, they are just an added
facility to allow a better convention for
the CPC users. More traders may be
able to come. and more people
attending not only means lots more
people to swap stories with and meet,
but also a lower ticket price. Originally
set at 1.23 for this year John has now
dropped this to .62, so it’s an absolute
bargain.

Angie IIardwick is selling the tickets
that she and Chris Murray designed.
Angie‘s address is on the Market Stall
page. If you do wauit to come please
order your tickets as soon as you can
because Angie needs an advance
booking to be able to confirm the
booking. Angie is also running a fund
to help with the costs this year.
If you have anything computer

related (nor/us! (‘PC items) that you
would like to donate to WACCI so
that Angie can sell them specifically to
fund raise for the convention, please
drop her a line.

No excuses this year, plenty of notice,
cheap ticket prices, lifts in the building,
a Sunday train service and I’ll make
sure Iohn prints a map of how to get
to the stadium this year. See you there.
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Brunword EIiIe
Handbooks for programs are often hard for new users to follow, mainly because the writer is the
programmer and what seems natural to him/her is often double duich to the new user, again they seem
to i‘ry too hard to make if as professional as possible and miss oui vital pieces, Peter Brunning is no
excepiion but he does provide plenty of examples to use as formats and learn from.

Hard Caplos
I found one of the best ways to learn is
to print out his samples then, using the
Overwrite mode (Ctrl-Tab), go back
over his coding changing the Incodc
for >. Print that out, then by putting
the two hard-copies together and using
the handbook one can see and
understand the methods used and by
experimenting get used to the
commands and methodsmuch quicker.
For the rest of this article I will use >
rather than type incode every time.

Personal More:
One very useful tip gleaned from his
examples is that one can add personal
remarks to your on-screen files, that
are not printed out on the hard copy,
this can be done anywhere on your file,
ifyou put > followed by yourmessage
enclosed between quotation marks,
this will not appear on your hard copy.
eg. >"this will not print out"

Calcll 'l'lle Bye
Word processors are tools and the
more skilled the user becomes the end
result demonstrates how good that
tool is. One of the biggest mistakes a

user c:ui make is to try and use too
many utilities on the one document;
the text is the most important part and
there should not be other features that
will tempt the readers concentration
away from the theme of the text, so
when incorporating drawings into
your document they should catch the
eye, convey the intended message and
leave the text to be read and absorbed.
I use pictures quite a lot when

designing headings, news»shcets and
making up posters for Dart League and
Club functions. Headings are in the
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main, to show your title and logo so
that when seen again, the reader will
recognise them.

Drawings
0n posters the drawing should be the
first thing to attract a persons
attention to the written word. With
drawings that are going to printed full
sized quite a bit of detail can be
included, but those intended to be
printed reduced size should he as
simple as possible, nine pin printers
cannot cope with a lot of fine lines
when printing in reduced size.

Brunword has a really excellent facility
for incorporating drawings, providing
they are in biliary. By using the V ideo
command these can be viewed at any
time, regardless of what else you‘re
doing in Brunword and if you wish,
compressed, to enable you to erase the
large binary file and save disc space;
they of course can be decompresscd at
any time.

Brun word commands cater for 9 or 24
pin printers and picture print-outs can
be small medium or large depending
entirely upon your needs. I use small
for incorporating into headings and
mediumor large for the posters.

Prlnl Oul
As I use a 9 pin 3160 printer all
references I make to measurements
will as such, 24 pin users will have to
adjust accordingly.
Because Brunword fonts are so

perfect and you can Multi-strike up to
nine times the end producton A4 is so
sharp that it enlarges up to A3 as clear
as a bell.

If your printer has the reverse facility
Brunword provides two methods of
moving the print head up or down the
paper and these, combined with the
Margin command enables you to put
the print head precisely where you
want it.

Measuromonls
RESET is done by measuring the
distant required from the top of the
paper and RELATIVE REVERSE
works from a given reference point.
Peter Brunning obviously respects his
elders as all measurements are made in
inches and not metric (”ran/tsMare).
Coding is done by converting your
imperial measurement to a numerical
one, I" = 216, 9 pin. 1" = 180, 24
pin.

When workingout RESETcommands
remember to subtract your existing
GAP size from the required
measurement. e.g. 6" = 6 x 216
minus GAP si7ie. GAP is the distance
between each printed line and can be
changed at will.

Planning
When planning out a new project,
letterhead, poster, invoice, payment
sheets or whatever I always draw it out
on paper first and when satisfied,
measure everything, put the
measurements in and work out the
order of coding. I personally prefer to
print all words first then add any lines
or boxes, fuiishing with the drawings.

Malt. A Grld
An interesting exercise is to make up
your own 1" square grid paper by
using the BOX and LINE codes, print



the horimntal measurements in, then
use that as a template. You cannot put
in the vertical Margin coordinates as
these vary depending on the font and
whether or not >W and >F (width 8t
size factors), are used. With normal
non proportional printing in mode 2,
there are 80 characters across the
screen and margins are set by simply
counting the number of characters that
would be needed to reach that point.

Using For“.
In Brunwordwhen the font is changed
the margin measurement will change
according to the font character si7/e.

When proportional characters are used
the margin moves yet again according
to the average number of characters
per inch; it is able to do this because in
the ROM is a table of widths that it
uses to calculate the the required
number.

With any of the Brunword fonts you
can use. proportional or
proportional characters, for
proportionalcharacters >W (width) &
>I<' (si7e Factor) must be used and it is
the only way to get the full effect of a
font.

[10]]

I have made a file of all the different
font margins which prints onto the
afore mentioned grid sheet and saves a
lot of guess-work. By doing this you
cut your test printing down to a
minimum and can make adiustments as
you go.

ClipAri
Another exercise is to make up clip-art
sheets using the VIDEO, MARGIN,
RESET and RELATIVE REVERSE
commands and then box each one
individually. A lot of fun and a good
learning medium.

Most ofmy clip—art is from Stop Press,
MD and Mini Print Shop, using
Richard Fairhurst's excellent Convert
l’rogs to put them into binary, I then
put them into GPaint to alter them to
suit my needs or just sharpen them up;
to get the best results in Brunword
they need to be in mode 2. One thing
GPaint will not do is mirror .1

drawing, but thanks to Richard's
advice I do this in Powerl’age.

One of the first things I did when I
started using GPAINT was to draw a
grid in mode 2, and save it as
GRIDBIN, now when I want to
create a new drawing I can print the
grid out, do my drawing on it, load
GRID into Gpaint and copy the
drawing, using the grid lines to get it
positioned. It makes life a lot easier!

Making II Bigger
IfI need to blow up a full screen
picture I load it into GPaint then put
small markers to divide the picture
into 4., save this as a new screen, clear
screen then using Load Section reload
the new screen and transfer the first
top quarter of the screen, using the
guide markers, and save it as TOP~
LFT, clear screen and repeat for the

other 3 quarters giving TOP-RT
BOT-LFT 8r BOT-RT. These can
then be reloaded individually,
enlarged, cleaned up and saved again.
Eventually you have 4 screens to put
together in Brunword.

Offer
1 am gradually making up an example
disc, including drawings, that I will,
when finished, give to the library for
any Brunword users to use as a
learning medium.

If anyone wants to jump the gun then
drop me a line and a disc, 3" or
preferably a 3 1/2", to get more on, I‘ll
copy them off for you.

Walled
If anyone out there has any drawings
or elipairt they don'tmind sharing give
me a ring auid I‘ll send them a ready
formatted disc to be copied onto.
For the record I use a 6128, 3 1/2”

Freddy 2nd Drive, DMP 3160 printer,
Brunword Elite Mk.H. ROM with the
Brunword 8 bit printer port. All] need
now is a Dart Scanner (HM/,Him),

Saving Files
One very useful utility that the
Mk.II.R()M has is the facility to save
files directly onto a PC compatible 3
1/2" disc, and I have also taken many
files straight off PC discs. My
telephone number is:. 01376 ~

34()783..-Bye Bye Playmates, "

dialing guagl‘ow

Merline—ServdKA I), Brympttm Cottage. Brunswick Road, Worthing, West Sussex. BN1 I 3NQ. Tel/Fax ()1 903 206739

lMehe-Servd
Merline-Serve is a non-profitmaking service run by CPC enthusiasts, for CPU enthusiasts. We supply software and
hardware no longer available from the commercial software houses and publishing companies. We stock many books7
magazines, fanzines, ROMs, hardware, software (both games and utilities) on disc, tape and cartridge. Our items are in

good working order, or your money back. We will consider swaps, part exchanges and purchases ourselves. Ifyou can’t
get hold of a CPU item, then try us, because we have probably got what you want, can get hold of it or know
someonewho can. We also run King Arthur’s Domain, a disc based PD library containingover 200 discs. For a

catalogue, send a disc (3“ or 3.5“) and an S.S.A.E. to the address above and we’ll get one on it’s way.
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Are You Game
For A Game?
Well here we are on part 4 I’m quite surprised that there doesn’t seem to have been any re-action I did
think that you might object to games information, but not so and for that I’m glad as it keeps me busy
each month. Sorry to go back to A this month but I found some more instructions so I thought I'd try and
put them in so I can get back to alphabetical order so to speak, at least that's the idea but I've been
wrong before! Angie Hardwick.

ALIEN INTERVENTION(M I I!)
A REVIEW. Alien Intervention is
essentially a clone of the classic game
where aliens attack you from below the.
surface of the Earth, rather than from
their usual stomping grounds in the
cold regions ofouter space.

Quite how they managed to sneak
underground is never fully explained
but their friends have finally arrived to
free them and unless you can keep them
below the surface, you‘ll be the first to
feel their wrath.

The rescuing alien hovers in the sky and
throws bits of ladders to its
underground pal. If enough ladder
parts hits the surface, the alien escapes
and fries you on his way out. To
prevent this you have to get in the way
of the falling ladder, which appears in

any of five locations. (boundi- riveting
ehl)

ATOM ANT
Keys.
Key 1 to Pause Game
1475c to Quit.

The Mayor has received a ransom note
from Mad Dof Jackson. He has
threatened to blow up the cities
treasured buildings unless he is paid
One Million Pounds.

Atom Ant must find and disarm
numerous bombs using his atomiset.
These are planted on various buildings
throughout the city, but beware the
bosses hired hands are close by.

THE ADDAMS FAMILY
(‘rm/I'als: Keyboard or Joystick
Q I I]; A Down
0 left 1’ Right
Space l'lre li’ l’am‘c

Loading; The Addams Family is on
side two of the tape and can be run
direct from the main menu. 128k is

required.

Platform japery abounds as we dish up
a massive chunk of the latest big name
license from Ocean. Based on the
smash hit movie, set in the Addarn‘s
famous house, this is a flashback to the
platform-em-upsof old (ManicMiner.
Technician Ted and all lhal mob). It’s

very tricky too. Lots of puzzles you‘ll
encounter will require precision
timing and a steady hand.

THE ANTIDOTE
Sula/ion by Philip Reynoldt Part One.
Go to sleep and you find yourself at
the foothills of Damar. Get the plank
and go South, then East to the Green
Meadow (let the Lantern then go to
the MirrormcreDell and Get the Peg.

Return South to the soggy Junction
then West to the Security Guard. Go
North and get the Sponge, then return
South and East to the Muddy Path and
go South into the Bog, continue
South, West, South.
Get the Matches then go West,

South, West into a clearing. Go South
to the Cave and light the Lantern, then
drop the matches and the peg. Go East

into the (lave system then North, East,
East, South, East, East to a Chasm.
Drop the plank to form a bridge and
continueEast to the (Save mouth.

Go North until you reach the small hill
then West and get the parrot. Return
East then North and East again to a
Small Field. Examine the monolith
and enter the fissure then go East, and
get the honeycomb, return West then
up and go to the Small Dale then go
South until you find some. cigarettes in
the Wood.

Get the cigs then go East, South, Fast
and South through the desert and get
the Security Pass. Go North Until you
come to an Oasis and dip the sponge
in the water, now go South, South,
West, North, West to get out of the
desert and continue West to the
junction in the woods.

Then go South to the (lave mouth. Go
through the tunnels back to the
Bluebell Woods by the following
route,West, West, West, West, North,
West, West, South and West. Drop
the Lantern and get the Peg.

Then go North to the clearing then
East, North, East, north, east, North
and North through the Bog until the
Castle Gardens then go North, North
and East through the Maze to the
Moat. Swim across the moat and go to
the Library in the Castle. Get the cards
and return to the Moat, then swim
back across the moat and go West into
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the Mam. Go South to the Gardens
then West to the Elf’s Glade, now go
South to the Muddy Path and West to
the Security Guard. Show the Pass to
the Guard who will let you through to
the Factory entrance. Go South into
the Doughnut factory and talk to the
man (he asksfor some cards).

Give the cards to them man and he
gives you a hole from a doughnut. Go
South into a factory unit and talk to
the man (he wants some figs). Give the
cigs to the man and he gives you a
domino. Look and see he’s blown a
smoke ring so get the smoke ring and
return to the entrance. Go Fast 2md
talk to the Apprentice (he is hot). Give
the sponge to the Apprentice and he
will give. you a bubble.

Continue East and talk to the Vet (he
wan/s some company). Give the parrot
to the vet and he gives you a wag (firm:
a dog '5 mil). return to the Entrance and
go North. Drop the pass and go to the
Elf’s Glade. Go West to the Dragons
Lair and drop the honeycomb. A giant
Rec will arrive and fight the Dragon,
during the fight the Dragon will loose
a scale, so get the scale and return to
the Castle Gardens.

Go North and get the Machete then
continue North then East to the moat.
Swim across the moat and go to the
Library in the Castle, go East into the
Cupboard and pull the buton. The
Oracle will take the items needed to
make the Antidote and give you a
bottle of the Antidote in return, he will
then transport you to the soggy
junction. Go North to the Course
grass then West to the Elephant grass.
()ut the grass then drop the machete

and go South to the Muddy Path. get
the peg and go through the Bog to the
Bluebell Wood. get the Lantern and go
East, North, East, East, South, East,
North, East then North to a Large
Cavern.
Go down into the pit and examine

the gwark. Look and get the rope then
go back up then launch the waft and
you have complete Part One and given
the password “WADI” for Part Two.
(Pin/1 IfinirI; r173 snlurion next month).

Who! Is He Up
To In 1998?

What I will be doing on the CPC
Scene throughout W98:

On all the following some things
apply; fuller details on anything upon
request (semi A4 SAL), cheques/POs
(myrrh/u Ir) B Watson) only.

No all—over discounts but several
specific reductions. The Spheroid Web
Site, with pages covering all the
following topics and lots more
besides, will be up and running by the
time you read this.

1) WACCO Software the l’rotext
family and a couple of related
programs will continue to be
published and supported throughout
1998. A newly upgraded version of
Protext is in preparation and should he
released mid-year. At the moment
anything supplied from the WA()(.I()
”or ComSofi** ranges (with a
couple of exceptions) can he ordered
“through Brian Watson only” at
half price.

2) Protest Software Publishers of the
PC/Atari versions of Protext and
l’rodata. Much the same as this year,
but on-line support and a "chat room"
will be available through the Protext
web page.

3) PipeLinc Tutorials. These printed
tutorials are now “‘31P” recompiled
and ready to ship at 5 pounds each.
Some special ofi'ers are available.

4) XBIT magazine will continue and
continue to improve until it closes
with issue 25, but that's still well over
a year away!

5) The Independent Eight Bit
Association (Hon l’ublici/y Officer:
Brian Watson) still only costs a fiver to

join, and 1998 will see a huge
blossoming of its work to spread the
word about the benefits of 8—bit

computing.

That yer lot. I'll give you the URL of
theWeb Site when I have it.

Send all orders, or an A4 SAE, to

“I—Iarrowden",
39, High Street,
Sutton-in the Isle,
ELY, Cambs
Clio 2RA.

Tel: 01353 777006.

E-mail: brimi®spheroid.demon.co.uk.

Bdrm (Watson

For Selle
AMSTRAD 6128 for sale. Very good
condition. Three complete systems,
consisting of monitors, keyboards and
additional drives. £80 o.n.o for each
system. Willing to sell part units if
required. Selected sofwarc. and manuals
for the AMSTRAD

Please contact John Arle at: 26
Marina Crescent, Deg/mug, 1.1.31 9B1”.

Tel: 01492 593100 (th Wallet)

For sale
WACCI 98 Convention tickets going
for £2.00 each. All are welcomed.

Write 10: Angie Hardwick
23 Station Place,
Bloxwich, Walsall,
West Midlands.
WS3 ZPH

Tele: 01922 449730
email:angie.hardwick(a)cableinct.co.uk

Cheques payable to WACCI please.
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'l'llere Mus! Be
An Easier Way!

When I first started editing WACCI i thought if was going lo be so easy, boy was lwrong! Using a PC to
do WACCI is not as easy as you may think. i first had to learn aboutMicrosoft Publisher. Then I had lo
learn how to transfer screens and text files over to the PC. This is my story.

How II All Begun
When Philip resigned editingWACCI,
I said to Paul I would like to give it a
try and what you see now is the results
ofmy labour.

Ill!Wlly A PC?
I thought about using the CPU 6128
to do WACCI, but how could I?
When members were shocked and
delighted with the issue that Richard
Fairhurst did as a April Fools joke and
wanted more of the same quality.

Although Richard used a Mac and not
PowerPage Professional which we
were lead to believe. Paul produce the
very next issue using a PC, so that left
me with a problem1 what do I use?
Well I decided to use a PC, but that‘s
when I hit more problems.

'I'oxi Files
Since everyone that sends :urticles used
a CPU I needed to convert these files
over to a PC I made mistakes and
funny little characters appeared on my
screen which took ages to remove.
I thought there must be an easier

way of doing this. I telephonedOlive
and he gave me an in depths guide on
how to save our text files from Protext
(( 'I’C) to pure ASCII. UrmI/
A couple of days later Richard

Fairhurst came down for a visit and I
told Richard about the problems I was
having, seconds later we were sitting
at my PC and loaded a article into
MicrosoftWord1Richardwent so fast,
I got completely lost and then he said
“Why don’t you use a new PD
program ofmine called SankoE”

Sanka
First of all you run Sanko then call
Protest, load in a text file, do all the
editing like bold, italics, underline etc,
then go back to the command line and
type in lSanko then give it a file name
and Bobs your uncle.

Sanko saves it out in RTF (Rich Tex!
Ivormrn‘). A much better review will
he with you soon. John ‘ Its then
ready to be transferred from the CPC
(using I)m’copfl to the I’(‘...

Plains
Well that's the text part sorted out1 but
what about pictures? l really dreaded
having to cut out pictures and paste
them onto another piece of paper
somethingof a nightmare to me. How
all the past editors did it I never know

WhatI wanted is a program to transfer
screen files into a format that a PC can
understand I mentioned this to
Richard and blow me down with a wet
kipper he said “I‘ll send you a copyof
MAKEBMP” which will do what I
had asked.

MAKEIMP
Yes great! It works. but it can only
transfer mode 2 screen files into BMP
format. So I look through our PD
Library and came across a program
called Model-2 this converts mode 1

pictures into mode 2 simple really
when you think of it.
This program is from Richard

Fairhurst’s PowerPage 128, I’m
seriously starting to hate this man or
love him.

Oil-or Screen Files
Everything was going great then Jonty
sent me an article, but this wasn‘t the
screen file that MAKl-lBMl’
understands they were "DR file from
MicroDesign. Another problem to
solve this was quickly done by using
Richard’s (no! Not Fail-hum] again), but
Richard Narrain’s program called
Proclip, with this program I was able
to load in 3 DR files and once loaded
I used the Multiface to capture the
screen and save it to disc. Emy

MULTICON
Easy I thought. No way, nothing in my
life is that easy and then I discovered
that MAKEBMI’ didn’t understand
MultiFace screens either, so whatwas I

to do. Again of I go, looking through
the Pl) Library in hopes that I could
find a program that can convert
Multiliace screens to that of Amsdos,
yes here it is MULTICON, this
program is by Rob Scott, all you have
to do is run Multicon then type in the
file you want to convert and that's
about it.

No! Easy AI All
When you see pictures inside of
WACCI in the future, just spare me a
thought7 that I‘m mad enough to go
through all this aggro to give you a
magazine that hopefully you all enjoy
and which I enjoy producing for you.

Apologies
If my spelling and grammar are not
correct please accept my sincere
apologies I’m only the editor and what
do I knowof any those things.
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Members 5MP”
Carol Bowley

Yes, I know this may seem like a spool spoilight to you but as I didn't have time to get in touch with anyone
else, John suggested that you may be interested in hearing about little ’0/ me. Don’t worry ~ I laughed too.

Well where do I begin?
My interest began, I suppose, was
when a friend suggested getting myself
a computer to do some typing practise
on. At the time I was at college doing
a clerk typist course and she thought
that a tomputer would be a good idea
because I could test my speeds. So our
very first addition to the Bowley
household was a (Iommodore 64. At
the time I thought it was the bees
knees except that we didn‘t know quite
bow to operate it properly to get the
best out of it.
A year or so later a friend of Johns

was selling a (Il‘GolZli complete with
monitor, books and a vast array of
games. John was quickly hooked and I
was left behind in the computer stakes.
Somehow my interest became Johns
zuid I went off the whole idea of a
home computer for quite some time.

Now many years on we have about 7
computers of some kind or other. I
went on another college course to
learn word-proecessing in the attempt
to find a better job. Unfortunately the
job never happened but through the
course I found I got on better with a
PC. Now ofcourse I enjoy a small role
within WACCI which has only come
about because of John being given a
PC by his brother.

Our house is filled to the brim with
WACCI and computer related stuff. I
couldn’t possibly tell you everything
there is here as there is so much. Every
available space is filled, much to my
annoyance and it can even sometimes
be found in the loo!

Unpaid Secrelnry
Some days go by without a single
phone call or letter but then suddenly
BAM! Call after call and a pile of
letters to be dealt with
The thing that gets me about this set

up is that most of the calls will come
when John is at work so there I am
sitting on the steps chatting away to
friends around the country on behalf
of WACCI while my poor kids are
waiting to be fed or getting irritated
because half way through the bedtime
story I have to go to the phone.

I suppose a lot of WACCI members
partners know exactly what I mean
about that. One monumental evening
while John was at work, I took eleven
calls almost one after the other from
8.45pm through to 11.50pm when I

had to finally call it a day and turn off
the phone so I could go to bed.

PersonallySpeaking
Ok then Carol what about your other
interests I hear you sigh. Right then,
these are probably the most exciting
bits about me (yawn).

Just before I was expecting Richard,
probably about nine years ago, I was
asked to do a kissagram for a friends
husband. It was meant to be a joke but
I enjoyed myself and it went so well.
My friend was really pleased and her

husband approved of my 20‘s flapper
outfit. It seems that not many men will
admit to not really liking being the
brunt of everyones joke, having to
pretend to enjoy a lady stripping off
her clothes and performing whatever,

much to the amusement of the poor
Chaps friends. Anyway I was a hit and
was asked to do many more.I never
needed to take any clothes off as Idid
a good show without having to and
always got lots of compliments, mostly
from the ladies.
Last September I became an assistant

Beaver Leader with my Sons Scout
Group and just recently was promoted
to Leader due to a resignation. I
presently have 18 children in my care
and as yet I find it tiring but most
enjoyable. John helps out whenever he.
has the spare time. Whit-l1 ia‘ rare.

A Spanner In llle Works
Earning a crust is done at Asda. l have
been there for nearly live years
working in the restaurant doing all
sorts of jobs. Serving, cooking, till,
cleaning and washing up to name but
a few. At the time of going to press I
am waiting to have my interview for
Restaurant Supervisor. I wasn‘t sure
about applying but as I have been
doing most of the job for a while now
I thought I might as well get paid for
doing it, so fingers crossed eh.

And Finally
I am 26 (alright 40) years old, 5ft 10in
tall, weigh 16st 1007. and have silver
hair dyed brown. My eyes are a grey,
green, brown colour with a yellow
Heck. I have a pale skin with freckles
and can be prone to spots jusr lately so
I think I am heading rapidly for ‘the

change’. John and I have been married
for 23 years (feels like 50) and have 3
children. So there you are thats all
aboutme. Goodbye!
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Services Got a problem?
Then call the

Help-Line, that ’3'
wkat we’re herefor.

Homegrown, I'D Extra,Discs 1-18:
Dan: 31113011, 4 01111111115111 Avenue,Mullcy, Plymouth, 111.4 711x 3 111752 254404

H1 Aj‘s Concept Disc X4 M3300. Unmu Blitz 8 Comms
112 Aj's Twilight Zone X5 1313 Batch. l‘onls l’redlclur 9 CPI‘M utilities
113-5 Utilities 1-] X6 Flash Pack 111 V1)F,, l-Spoll
1111-9 Games 14 I Forth Programming I I Adventures
1110-14 Utilities4-11 2 (ll’I‘M utililics 12 (701x11
1-115 l‘ngesetwr(I4 1 MBasic l '1 Demos I

1116 FamilyTree 4 l’uwcrl’ogc. RAMlmsc. l-l Amiga (implncs l

1117 FamilyHistory 1’11 Planner, RAMdixu 15 Flags, AnimatorDemo
X1 Muxtdus, l’nxxipy 5 CP’MGames 16 PVC Pawn-L ZBasic
X2 Super Mcddlel. llnck Punk 6 Games 17-8 JR'I'Pascul
X3 lion/o Um Doll 7 CPI'M 1 utilities

Discs I954:
Stuurlfiuscoignc. 24 chh Rd, Lower Knowle, 13115101, 1133 mo 3‘ 01 17 9113 I361

I‘)»21 Micrnlksign Arl 1-3 35 Picture 4 43 Pictures 5
224 l’Iclurcs l 3 3!) Touch Yourscll l’usml 44 Dennis 2
25-6 Miemlkslgn Art 4-5 37 Adventures 2 115 1’1”!!de Demo (Paradox)
27 Mill! an Shop .111 Games 2 46 The Demo 112131111)
211-9 MlcronexignArl (1-7 3‘) Lupus, Women 62, pics 47 Utilities 1

10 Grain, 115x111; 40 Micronesign An I I 4x Adventures4
31 AmigaGraphics 2 41 1ch 1mm“.- .12 advs 49‘s; Picture! (1-10
32—1 MicroDesignAn 11-10 :12 22d1sk122niccfar 111' 54 111"me demoa clip art

Discs 55-84:
Ian Parker, 24 Oxford Dnve. Was! Meads, BognorR6315.West Sussex, 1’02] SQII

55 Ulililius 2 65 Games 3 7'3 1111111155 5

5r. Smr' -k pics, mum n11 ()vcrscan demo 1 1 s ) '11) MegapnrtyDorm)
57 /.1)1‘7 It Cl‘lM utilities ()7 Demos 7 77 Compnluxl,picture.»
53 oversawPlclnres ()1! Utilities '1 7K Grimes 4
S9 Demos 5. u: Hugger (1‘) CCC 41 famine 7‘) Games 5
()0 Digital Dreams 70 Disc l‘ull (1 lanzlne 110 Small C N. lntm'prcler
61-67. Won! Games 1—2 7| Disc Full 7 lhnxlne 81 1’rilllmaslcr
()3 Adventures 5 72.3 Demos 11-9 82 CP/M utilities
611 Demos 6 711 line, uttlitilzs 4 33414 Printmastur(llupl‘ucs

Discs 85- and mixed I’D orders:
DougWebb. 4 Lindsay l)r1\"e,L‘horlcy, Lancashtm, 1’R7 201. A3‘01257411421

as Mlechslgnt'nnls 91) CrosswordL‘umpilur 117 ”untrust-
:16 1X)Soopy.l)lanctc. 100 WACClimlux 118 (1amcs7
117 Scrivener 101 I’mmergelular.RAMbusL-rl 1111 ('rihhagqulnekjuek
as Rundsehlagl’ndiw 102 Unlmcs‘) 120 AdvenlurcsG
R9 Picmrcxll 103 Clipurll 121 Soundhnkkeer
90 Voyugcl993demo [OllAllAMSmuschiscs 122 Soundhukkcrnnxlnles
111 l’mlmdzenniwlmagiectu 1119 AMS—MII)I,Musiel’nck 123 011(11-2 fnnzinc
I12 (imncsfi 110 Wnrdgumus 124 Mchnslidcshnw
93 Immacss 111 11191111312 125 Cl’CGuidc
114 Dcmule 112 lkrritwmakcm. 11am 1qu 12:» $11ch Warriors
95 Priul Enhancer 111 CFC ‘ImnlntorforPY' 127 l‘uwerl’agcsnpmrl
w, CP:M1’rin1|1 1111 B-MIC/hrCPCp/ux 12x 11'1'1,12‘uw.1ue
o7 Dusdemu 115 AnimalQn rancis 1211 B'I’1.2nmine
as are 1",mulaturforl’(' II6 Smnn‘.Flan/or(‘l’(‘l’lu.r 1.10 (ihoul'sWriter

How to order PD:

PD discs cost £250 (3”) or £1.05‘1caeh, or you can borrow a 3“ copy for £1 .50.
Pleasemake cheques payable to WACCl and send them to the relevant librarian.

OtherWACCI services:

Tapes: ArthurCook, BrymptonCottage, Brunswick Road, Worthing
Books: John Bowls}, 97 Tin'ington, Brclbon, Pctcrbrough, P133 9XT
PastWACCI: Frank Neathcrway, 3 Glcbe Close. Rayleigh ..
Market Stall: Angie Hardwick.23 Station Plucc, Bloxwich,W 3 Zl’H ..
Discs: Frank Frost, 4 RectoryClose,Wootton, Ryde, 10W, P033 4QB

1
(11903 206739
01733 702158

.......... 01268 784742
(11922 449730
01983 882197

£1150 for 3", 35p for 315”: minimumorder two Alternative FirmwareGuido, £3.99.

BOBMUFFATT . 01454 329875
Weckcnds onlr please Maslcrl'ilc 111, Mustercalc
Qniilitas11nd Proloxl.

FRANK FROST . 01983 882197
4pm-10pm VDH Cl’IM 1’rotcxl and WA(Cl
Seniocs

ANGIE HARDWICK 01922 449730
Murkel SL111, Game Page.

JON'I‘Y JONES. . 01670852835
5prn»8pm SAIIIR1)AYS MICroDesign our Art
Studioand l’owerl‘ngc.

MALCOLM BRABBLN
Rpm-l 1pm, but not Saturday

..... 01502 716344
Basie Programming

MARK STEWART . 1 01773 822599
SpirrlUpm, PAW Adventure Crculor, Basic nnd
(icncrul help.

MIKE LYONS 01942 259942
Basic. Stop Press, Dk‘tromcsSpeech Synlli.

STUART GASCOIGNE .. 0117 983136l
Rosie, Machine Coda, 1’1) 1

' 1‘) to 36 New 1’1)
is to be sent to Stuart please

JOIINHUDSON 014114423252
M011, (P/M Wurdstnr Ncw,word dane CP/M
pm 11cPCWpc.

JOHN BOWLEY ,. , 017337112153
Book Library and WACCl.

CLIVE JACKSON ..
Cabal, Basic, Hunkman, Sorting, 11' ' Handling and
Appliculions programming, 37 lisscx Road,
Stamford, Linus. P119 11.0.

RICHARD AVERY ..................................
'l'usword 4M (il’aint, Another World. ”55
Murlhorough View, Cove, l’amhorough, 01114
9YA.

NIC RAYNER .1 Mobile: 0850 992747
Cl’t.‘ Emulators for the l

ARTHUR/ANGELA COOK . . 0190.! 206739
8pm till 10pm. 'l'apc Library, Repairs, (iencrul CFC,
Merline-Serve and Angela's new mngazinc for the
PC cullod thblc.
ERNIE RUDDICK ,. .. .. . .. 01642 898091
Wislrlist manager, What arlicles do you want? Do
you wont to write for WACCI‘I Please Contact limlc.

Do you want to be a Help-Liner? IfYES
then give me a call and

this space could be yours.

PLEASE NOTE:
1711:1- hclp-line 111' provided an a voluntary basis
by club members to arr-11w other members. Please
call between 7pm and 911m. Imlexx slated
otherwrse.
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THE UK ’8 ONLY MONTHLY MAGAZINEM AND SUPPORTERS CLUB FOR THE AMSTRAD CPC
Help and advice on the following computers: 464, 464+, 664, 6128 and the 6128+

The club offers its members not only the best CPC magazinebut also Public and Homegrown disk Library‘s, a Book
Library and telephonehelp-line to help you get the most from your Amstrad CPC. WACCls vast PD Disc Library is
also open to non-members.For a free sample copy ofthc club magazine, send a 39p stamp to:

WACCI, 4 Lindsay Drive, Chorley, Lancashire. PR7 ZQL

Chairman: DougWebb Tel: 01257 411421 Editor: John BowleyTel: 01733 702158

DearMembers,
When placing adverts into your local newspapers would you please also state
somewhere in the advert that we are a “Amstrad CPC club”. I’ve had calls from
some people who have seen these adverts and then enquiring about other Amstrad
computers. Thanks

Special limited offer, If you recommend anyone and they remain a member for
three months, I will then credit you with a extra month membership. John

SERVICES. 1WHAECI "PTST WACCIH
Frank Neathemay 01-0320 50p
3 Glebe Close 40—42,44,4674‘) 50p

Frank Frost
.4 Rectory Close formatted and labelled. £1.50 ea
Wootton, Ryde for 3” and 35p for 3.5”, The

llsle ofWight minimum order is TWO discs.

1P033 4013 TheAlternative li‘irmwnre Guide
Tel: 01983 882197

Ex—sofiwarehouse discs ready

Rayleigh 52~62,65—69 5013

Essex 70,72-73,75-79 £1.00

sso 9HL 80,83,88-98 £150
and disc now only £3. 99 Tel: 01268 784742 99—l 19 £2.00

SUBSCRIPTION FORM (120) Ifml to
.a—mw :

UK
" ’ "r’ issues @ £200 “(Ch (,2fOr [24) Please send your cheque or Postal

EUROPE
7 7

issues @ £2.50 each (”for £2 7.50) Order to:

()VLRALA S
. .

1.891188 @ £2 30 each (12f0r L27 3 )) WACC‘]

Name , 97 'I’irringlon. Bret/0n, l’eterborough
' ’fl i E1 ’A 'i’w' PE3 9X’l’

Address _ 7 7
Postcode

Suhvcriptian includesmembership.

WACCI will be back next month. 07042



PUBLIC DOMAIN AND HOMEGROWN
LIBRARIES

UK RATES:

1"(‘OPY DISC £2 50
()WI\ 3" I)IS(' £1 00

LOAN 3" DISC (max 2)
3 5 COPY DISC

[I W
£1 (to

EUROPE & OVERSEAS
(COPY DISCS ONLY) RATES

3" (‘OI’Y DISC Europe £300
3 5“ COPY DISC Europe fill 50

Overseas £3 50 each
Overseas £1 50 each

PLEASE NOTE: If you order 3 or more I’D or Homegrown
discs we are able to hold the UK price for both our Overseas
and European members The price includes post and packing

is and all goods are sent Air Mail.

BLANK 3" DISCS
‘ 'l‘hree inch discs at a low price: The price includes post and

,
H packaging

PLEASE NOTE: These discs are cx~sofiware

UK “.50 [iurope £200 Overseas £2 SOCzlch

3
at,

s
:5

THE ALTERNATIVE FIRMWARE MANL‘AL AND DISC

UK £3 0‘) Europe £4 50 Overseas, £550

This essential programmers' guide includes:

3! * a complete memorymap of all system variables. *

3 * descriptionsof all the firmware calls and indirections’k
* a list of the entire 280 commands and their op-codcs.*

lg * a chart for the conversion of 6 | 28
E to 464 memory address, *

fi * the “undocumented"maths firmware routines. *

* binary , decimal hexadecimal conversion tables. *

This book was written by Bob Taylor and Thomas Defoe,
is crammed full ol‘information on 80 A4 pages. It is held
together by a spiral binder with card covers A must for

I i

any serious programmer The disc that comes with the
Firmware Guide is crammed full of serious FPC
applications such as a program that gives 203K per disc
side, a machine code assembler‘ a machine code monitor
and much more The programs till one side ol‘a disc and ,

the other side. is a bacleup ol‘sidc one

ORDERING DETAILS

Please send your orders for Blank discs and The ‘

Alternative I’innware Guide to '

FRANK FROST
4 RECTORY (‘LOSE

WOOTON
RYDE

[sue or WIGHT
P033 4QB

Tele 01933 882197

Please make cheques payable to WACCI
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